
          29.04.2020 Английский язык                                                                     Роль экологии 
в жизни современного человека.  
Алгоритм действия такой:  
1. Прочитать и перевести текст.  
2. Сделать упражнения по теме. 
3. Написать сообщение по теме. 

                                Ecological problems. 
The word “Ecology” comes from the Greek language and means “the study of the 
the place we live in”. So, there is no person on Earth who is not affected by 
ecological problems. For example, air polluted by plants will travel for a long 
distance with wind, the heavy particles will get into rivers and seas. 

Pollution of the sea is the most dangerous. The regions that are most loaded with 
sea traffic are very dirty. For example, the Baltic sea is the dirtiest zone on the 
planet. The radioactive leak at Fukushima, Japan has led to the death of many 
fishes and other aquatic beings. 

The cutout of forests, contamination of the seas and intense burning of coal has 
shifted the balance of the oxygen, ozone and carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, 
making the ozone “shield” of the planet thinner. It results in global climate 
changes. Debates are still being held whether the “Global warming” is real, but 
every year there comes another evidence of the warming - the ice mounts melt at 
the poles, raising the global sea level. 

You, of course, may say that you can’t affect the production of plants and factories 
much. But there is also the ecology of your home and your workplace. You 
shouldn’t pour dangerous chemicals to the ground - it will “die”, become infertile. 
Do not throw away batteries - send them to the recycling center. There are often 
special containers for batteries in major malls. Generally, do not waste resources - 
like take a shower, not a bath, turn down the water when you brush your teeth. 
Turn off electric devices that you do not use. Take care of the health of your 
environment. 

 

1.Поставьте глагол в Present Simple или Present Continuous.  
1. My uncle (to walk) two miles every day and (to feel)  very well.  

2. We really (to need)  another vacation.  

3. Sorry, I can't talk now, I (to run)  to see the doctor at the moment. 

4. My dad always (to say)  that I should find another job.  

5. Take an umbrella, it (to go)  to rain.  

6. I added some pepper to the soup, now it (to smell)  
 better.  



 2.Раскройте скобки и поставьте глагол в нужную форму.  
1. You (to be)  safe now. - Теперь вы будете в безопасности.  

2. Yesterday I (to find)  a coin in the garden. It (to look)  very old. - 
Вчера я нашел монету в саду. Она выглядела очень старой.  

3. Jake (to watch)  TV when someone (to knock)  on the door. - Джейк 
смотрел телевизор, когда кто-то постучал в дверь.  

4. Life is like a box of chocolates. You never (to know)  what you (to 

go)  to get. - Жизнь - как коробка шоколадных конфет. Никогда не знаешь, что 
получишь.  

5. We (to talk)  just  about you! - Мы только что о тебе говорили! 

6. I can't pick you up from the school today, because I (to work)  in the evening. 

Mom (to pick up)  you . - Я не могу заехать за тобой в школу 
сегодня, потому что вечером буду на работе. Мама за тобой заедет.  
 
 

Homework: 1. Написать сообщение на тему “ Ecological problems.“. 2.Сделать 
упражнения. 
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